1. For the movie it is too hard to see the text. Need to use ppt file and computer screen capture like this link.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twz8Pr4GWF0&feature=youtu.be

2. Laser pointer too hard to for movie. Could use the computer mouse to point to regions.

4. Record with some type of computer screen capture microphone.

5. This movie does not work well on line with youtube as one can not see the screen, but might be good for the classroom.

6. If going to record like this to present on line then a camera person has to zoom in on the screen to enlarge the text and figures. Speaker should use the computer mouse to point to graphs.

7. Hard to hear the questions. Speaker needs to restate the questions.

8. Nice topic to present. Good journal article.

9. It would be good if a light could shine on speaker more

10. good Introduction on anatomy of the brain.

11. good slide on the anatomy as well

12. Speaking is nice and slow as well as clear. Good for movie recording.

13. Laughing at words that are hard to pronounce is a little odd... just try to say the word and continue. No need to make a big deal about it.

14. 4:32 slide text is large ...good to see for the movie

15. nice background on slides with figures.... Makes the presentation more fun

16. Sometimes the speaker pauses and says “UHM”. Better just to pause and not say anything.

17. good way to summarize. I could understand the take home points.

18. Speaker looks at slides too much. Need to look at the audience.